
           

CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE 

10 JUNE 2015 

AMENDMENTS TO THE COUNCIL’S CONSTITUTION 

REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE SERVICES 

A. Changes to the Disciplinary Process for the Head of Paid Service, the 

Monitoring Officer and the Chief Finance Officer. 

 

1. Members will recall from the recent meeting on 11th May 2015 that the Local 

Authorities (Standing Orders) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2015 

came into force on that date. The effect of these Regulations is to change and 

localise the disciplinary process for the most senior officers of the council, ie 

the Head of Paid Service, the Monitoring Officer and the Chief Finance 

Officer.  They remove the requirement that a Designated Independent Person 

(“DIP”) be appointed to investigate and make a binding recommendation on 

disciplinary action regarding these senior staff.  

 

2. The Regulations provide that, in place of the DIP process, the decision will be 

taken transparently by full council who must consider any advice, views or 

recommendations from an independent panel, the conclusions of any 

investigation into the proposed dismissal and any representations from the 

officer concerned.  

 

3. The panel is to be made up of two or more persons who have been appointed 

as independent persons for the purposes of the Members’ conduct regime. 

Currently the council has engaged three such independent persons, all of 

whom are Gloucestershire residents. Panel members must be appointed in 

the following priority order: 

 

 an independent person who has been appointed by the council and 

who is a local government elector, 

 any other independent person who has been appointed  by the council, 

and 

 an independent person who has been appointed by another council or 

councils.  

The purpose behind this provision is to allow local people to be involved in the 

disciplinary process for senior officers and to make councils more accountable 

to their community.  

 



4. For the sake of completeness I attach at Annex 1 a further copy of  the DCLG 

Explanatory Memorandum which explains the changes in more detail. 

 

5. The Regulations require the council to modify standing orders to implement 

the changes no later than the first ordinary meeting of the council after 11th 

May.  

 

6. The LGA have produced an Advisory Bulletin outlining the changes 

introduced by the Regulations, and have indicated that further guidance will 

be forthcoming in a few months’ time.  In the meantime however, there is a 

legal duty to amend the Council’s Constitution in accordance with the 

Regulations.  It is expected that the further guidance from the LGA  will deal 

with the procedures which sit behind the Regulations, thus the expectation is 

that there need not be further changes to the Constitution. 

 

7. As a result it is recommended that the documents which are set out in Annex 

2 hereto are approved for recommendation to and adoption by full council. 

 

8. Finally, it should be noted that whilst the council has no choice in 

implementing these changes to local government law, they do have contract 

of employment implications for the officers involved, which are currently 

unresolved. 

 

 

 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT: 

The amendments to the Constitution set out in Annex 2 are approved and 

recommended to full Council for adoption. 

 

Dilys Wynn 

Director of People Services 

Tel: 01452 583413 

Email: dilys.wynn@gloucestershire.gov.uk 
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